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Types of plastics used and 
how plastics are cured



What goes into plastic manufacture 
and the impact of additives 



Thermosets vs. Thermoplastics

Thermosets cannot melt after being formed

Thermoplastics can be melted and reformed



Plastics performance can be affected by 
damaged before or after manufacture



Plastics education and sewer technology demonstrations: 

Cured-In-Place-Pipe (CIPP) Manufacture Process, Wastes,  

and Building & Public Space Contamination 

Online Website:
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Chapter 2. The CIPP Manufacturing Process



The overall CIPP manufacturing process



Raw materials: some examples of resin, initiators, filler, 

reinforcements – Video of resin



The resin safety data sheets (SDS) do not list all the chemicals present 

in the resin, created during CIPP manufacture, or in the waste



Inserting the uncured resin tube into the buried pipe

Notice the materials being sprayed 

around the workers [In Arkansas] →



When steam is inserted thermal curing takes place and waste 

(a multi-phase mixture, NOT steam) is discharged to the air



Some chemicals are created onsite, are released into air and the 

environment and remain inside new CIPPs



Section 3. Waste is Created During CIPP Manufacture and It's 

Forms and Composition are Varied



Waste. Webster’s Dictionary definition:

(noun) "an unwanted byproduct of a manufacturing process"



Uncured resin tube on the sidewalk, not exposed to steam 

but chemical reactions and waste is being emitted into air



Waste is discharged into the air sometimes in neighborhoods 

– Video of exhaust waste



Waste is discharged into the air and environment

In New York City, NY after UV CIPP manufacture particles 

created during cutting were washed into the environment

In in Sacramento, CA during thermal CIPP manufacture and    

Purdue worker protects themselves with a full-face respirator 



Liquid and vapor waste can be released through the exterior of 

the CIPP during after manufacture



After active curing of the new CIPP, the ends are mechanically cut off. 

Particulates and vapors can be released into the environment



These CIPP cutting solids have high amounts of leachable chemicals



Section 4. Chemicals Can Enter Nearby Buildings 

and Public Spaces



It's common that CIPP contractors blow their waste into 

the environment, and do not capture it

City of West Plains, Missouri Video     City of Wentzville, Missouri



There are multiple pathways where CIPP waste 

can enter buildings and public spaces



Waste (chemical emissions) can travel above ground, far away from 

the waste discharge location due to environmental conditions



Pouring water into sink and toilet drains does not prevent the high 

pressure CIPP waste from entering buildings



This video shows how even low pressure can displace water in 

plumbing traps and cause that water to "blowback"



Thank you for listening

Next…. Human Health and Environmental Impacts can Occur

If you need more information,

Contact: Yoorae Noh, noh18@purdue.edu

Website: https://engineering.purdue.edu/CIPPSafety/resources
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Photoionization detectors can overestimate and 
underestimate the concentration of chemicals in air

Ra et al. (2019)



A growing number of CIPP exposure and 
environmental  incidents have been reported



External recourses on health 
impacts of CIPP are available



What exposure levels are acceptable?
CIPP safety recommendations are available



Thank you for listening

For more information:
Email todimayo@purdue.edu

Visit https://engineering.purdue.edu/CIPPSafety
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